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Abstract 

In this work, a multi-layer hybrid model named BoGaBa (formed by Boosting, Gated RNN and Bagging) 
has been proposed which takes the advantage of both of the Machine Learning(ML) and Deep 
Learning(DL) techniques and uses Sentiment Analysis to perform future prediction based on Time-
Series(TS) data. An amalgamation of Support Vector Regression(SVR), Multiple Linear 
Regression(MLR) and Ridge Regression from the ML domain and Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) 
Networks from the DL domain has been made to form a single hybrid model that makes it more robust in 
predicting patterns hidden in historical TS data. There exist some TS problems, in which future values 
are influenced by user sentiments. The proposed work analyses such sentiments based on NEWS, 
published in four different mediums, quantified as numerical data and predicts future values. To justify 
the usefulness of the proposedmodel, it is tested with the popular TS problem of Stock Price Forecasting 
to predict next-day Adjusted Closing prices of S&P 500 Stock Index. The results of the proposed work 
have been compared with two techniques proposed by Xinyi Li et al. [1] and Yang Li et al [2]; both 
worked on the same data set. The proposed model reduces Mean Square Error(MSE) by 15% and 9.3% 
respectively from the works under comparison and the Accuracy Score is improved by 30% than Yang Li 
et al [2]. 

Keywords: Time-Series Forecasting, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Ensemble Method, Sentiment 
Analysis 

1. Introduction

ML and DL techniques have their own advantages over another. DL algorithms utilise Deep Neural 
Networks(DNN) and perform better with large and high dimensional data (LeCun et al. [3]), whereas ML 
models are more useful when a limited amount of data are available (Zhang et al. [4]). ML techniques are 
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considered to capture simple and linear patterns while DNNs are specialised for identifying complex, nonlinear 
correlations among data elements. The primary objective of this work is to combine the strengths of both of 
these popular Artificial Intelligence(AI) concepts in a single model. 

In Ensemble learning, multiple models are trained and tested on the same dataset instead of one and the 
combined results of all the models are treated as the final prediction. The results of the individual base models 
can be combined either by Voting, Averaging or by using another predictive model for generating the decisive 
predictions. An Ensemble Meta learner generally produces more accurate predictions than the individual 
learners (Dietterich [5]). To achieve higher accuracy by a Meta learner, the individual estimators should be 
accurate and should be capable of producing diverse results (Hansen et al. [6]). The term accurate, is specified 
by the property of achieving less error rate than a function guessing the predictions randomly. Estimators with 
diverse property should produce different amount errors when tested on new data. In the proposed work 
Bagging and Boosting techniques are implemented as Ensemble methods, by utilising proper accurate and 
diverse base learners. 

In Bagging, the base estimators are trained and tested in parallel and their results are combined to obtain the 
final prediction. In Boosting, the base learners try to improve the overall accuracy incrementally in a sequential 
way. Bagging ensemble techniques produce more accurate results than the individual base learners. Boosting 
methods can outperform single learner and Bagging ensemble, however the performance of Boosting meta 
models is dataset dependent and may suffer from over fitting when applied on noisy datasets (Opitz et al. [7]). In 
the proposed method, Bagging and Boosting techniques are implemented to work collaboratively to overcome 
each other’s individual problems and produces more accurate results. 

The proposed model is used for TS forecasting to justify its real-world problem-solving ability. TS datasets 
are considered to have time sensitive patterns which can either follow a Trend, may be Seasonal or may be 
Cyclical. It also includes some Irregular data caused by instant random events. Due to the random events, the 
long-term patterns are affected with sudden changes, incorporating errors in predictions. These abrupt events 
should be taken into consideration while forecasting on TS data. In the present work, Stock price forecasting is 
taken as the TS problem under consideration. In Stock price prediction, the effect of positive or negative News 
and Events affects the user sentiment and hence with this the stock price changes abruptly (although for a very 
short time). The proposed method analyses user sentiment along with historical price data for the prediction of 
next day adjusted closing prices of S&P 500 index. This allows the proposed model to capture the long-term 
patterns hidden in the historical data as well as the immediate impact of sudden News and Events on the stock 
prices. 

The remaining part of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 reviews the related works. Section 3 
presents the preliminaries. Section 4 describes the methodology. Section 5 deals with the empirical results of the 
approach. The comparison of the results is discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, conclusions and future directions of the 
research are discussed in Section 7. 

2. Related works 

There exists a good number of ML and DL techniques handling TS forecasting problems. Kumar et al. [8] 
proposed a prediction model based on Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN). They developed a learning 
algorithm based on back propagated technique to tune the parameters of the network. The results suggested that 
the RBFN outperforms Multi-layered Feed-Forward Neural Network. 

Sagheer et al. [9] proposed a Deep LSTM model for TS forecasting of Petroleum production. They 
implemented Genetic algorithm for the optimisation of their proposed network. The results suggested that 
stacking of multiple LSTM layers helps to overcome the problems of swallow neural networks for handling long 
interval TS datasets. Their work outperformed statistical ARIMA and deep GRU models. 

Pai et al. [10] proposed a hybrid ML technique using Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) 
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) for stock price forecasting. ARIMA was intended to capture the linear 
patterns where the SVM model was used to capture the non-linear patterns hidden in the data. 

Kumar et al. [11] proposed a stacked LSTM model for Financial TS forecasting. The model is tested on 
historical data of Infosys Ltd., listed in Bombay Stock Exchange, India. Their model outperformed XGBoost(a 
boosting ensemble technique) model by 11.04% and 20.88% in terms of RMSE and MAPE. 

Meesad et al. [12] proposed an ML method using SVR to predict future stock prices and trends of ACI 
group of company Limited, listed in Dhaka stock exchange (DSE). The work utilised of windowing functions to 
pre-process the data for TS forecasting. The results revealed that SVR models utilising Rectangular and Flatten 
Window functions are efficient for the prediction of future stock prices. 
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Xu et al. [13] implemented a hybrid model using ARIMA and Deep Belief Network (DBN) for time series 
forecasting. The model was tested on four time series problems: Sunspot, Mackey-Glass, Electricity load 
demand and Individual Household Electric Power Consumption. The results suggested that the hybrid model 
outperformed individual models. 

Yelin Li et al. [14] performed a thorough study to analyse the effect of user sentiment on the stock price 
movement with help of LSTM, SVM, Logistic Regression and Na¨ıve Bayes models. Their work considered the 
user messages published in Eastmoney.com based on Chinese stock market. The results explored that the 
prediction capability of ML and DL models based on user sentiment can improve when the input data itself 
contain the predictive information. 

Xinyi Li et al. [1] proposed a DNN named DP-LSTM based on Differential Privacy and LSTM for the 
prediction of next day Closing prices of S&P 500 Index. The work analysed financial News published in major 
media to consider the user sentiment on the overall stock market. Implementation of Differential Privacy and 
consideration of user sentiment helped to improve the MSE of the work by 65.79% compared to the classical 
LSTM model. 

Yang Li et al. [2] worked on the same dataset of Xinyi Li et al. [1] and proposed a Blending Ensemble DL 
model to forecast closing prices of S&P 500 Index. The model used LSTM and GRU models as the base 
learners and an ANN as the meta learner. The work proved that utilisation of ensemble technique can improve 
the results compared to a single model. Their method outperformed baseline LSTM by 57.55%, GRU by 
25.27% and DP-LSTM [1] model by 6.25%(calculated on the original results taken from both of the works). 

The previous works focused mainly on hybridisation of ML and DL techniques. Some of them implemented 
Ensemble of DNNs with sentiment analysis in TS analysis. Very few works implemented the Ensemble of ML 
and DL techniques along with sentiment analysis in a single model. The goal of this work to combine the 
strengths of ML and DL techniques in a single model that takes advantage of sentiment analysis for TS 
forecasting. 

3. Preliminaries 

3.1 Data source 

The dataset used in this work comprises two types of data: historical price movement data of S&P 500 index and 
News data published in four major mediums: cnbc.com, reuters.com, wsj.com and fortune.com, ranging from 
December 7, 2017, till June 1, 2018. The S&P 500 index tracks the performance of the stocks of 500 large 
companies listed on stock exchanges in the United States of America. The index data which are downloaded 
from Yahoo Finance [15], consists of five features: Daily Adjusted Close Price, Open Price, High Price, Low 
Price and the Volume of S&P 500 Index. The Financial News data are downloaded from Kaggle [16], which 
comprises 306242 financial news articles published during the same time frame in the four online mediums 
mentioned previously. 

3.2 Feature Engineering 

Two types of processing are performed on the data downloaded from Yahoo Finance [15] and Kaggle [16]. The 
dataset is augmented with Technical Indicators calculated on the daily Closing Prices and the volume of the 
index. The Sentiment analysis is accomplished on the News data to achieve the numerical values of 
corresponding daily sentiments. 

3.2.1 Calculation of Technical Indicators 

Technical Indicator (TI)s help to identify the directional momentum of stock prices. They are capable of 
producing Buy or Sell signals by finding repetitive patterns in the price movements. TIs used in this work are - 
Exponential Moving Averages (EMA), Moving Average Convergence Divergence (MACD), Relative Strength 
& Index (RSI), Stochastic Oscillator and On-Balance Volume (OBV) indicator. The TI OBV is calculated on 
Daily Volume and all others are calculated on daily Adjusted Closing Prices. 

Equation 1 represents Exponential Moving Average. 

EMA = (Sc × (Cp − Pema)) + Pema     (1) 

Where: 
Cp = Current Price, 

Pema = Previous day EMA (A Simple Moving Average or SMA is used for the first day calculation), 

Sc = Exponential Smoothing Constant, 
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Sc is calculated by the formula: 2/(n+1), n is the number of time period. 5, 10, 20, 12 and 26 days EMAs 
are used for this study. The first three of them are used to capture the short-term momentum whereas 12 and 26 
days EMAs are used to calculate the MACD. 

The MACD (Gerald Appel [17]) setup uses of a MACD line, Signal line and Histogram to generate Buy or 
Sell signals (Investopedia [18]) which are represented in the equations 2 to 4. 

MACD = 12 days EMA − 26 days EMA    (2) 

Signal = 9 days EMA on MACD Line    (3) 

MACD Histogram = MACD - Signal    (4) 

Stochastic Oscillator uses the concept of Support and Resistance levels to generate Buy or Sell signals. It 
takes the help of two indicators for taking decisions which are represented by %K and %d. 

%K 100      (5) 

%D 3MA %𝐾       (6) 

Where, 

C = The most recent price, 

L14 = The lowest price of 14 previous trading sessions, 

H14 = The highest price of 14 previous trading sessions, 

3MA = 3 days Moving Average of the price 

RSI is a momentum indicator that Indicates overbought and Oversold state of a stock. 

RSI 100       (7) 

Equation 8 represents On-Balance Volume that use volume flow for the prediction of next day price. 

𝑂𝐵𝑉 𝑂𝐵𝑉
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒        if Close 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒
0                     if Close 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒       if Close 𝐶𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒
    (8) 

Where, OBV=Current day on-balance volume, OBVPrev=Previous day onbalance volume, Volume=Current day 
trading. 

3.2.2 Sentiment Analysis 

The sentiment analysis on the financial News data is performed by Valence Aware Dictionary for Sentiment 
Reasoning (VADER) which is a Natural Language Processing tool sensitive to both polarity and intensity of 
sentiments (Hutto et al. [19]). VADER analyses text and generates numerical values indicating the amount of 
Positive, Negative and Neutral Sentiment present in that text. The key interest is the Compound Score calculated 
by VADER after processing a text. The scores are real numbers and lay between -1 and +1, indicating extreme 
negative to extreme positive with 0 as neutral. News data from all of the four previously mentioned sources are 
separated and only the news headlines are fed to VADER model for analysis. The detailed News are not utilised 
as they may contain unnecessary noise. There is multiple news on the same date from same source. In those 
cases, the average Compound Scores are calculated. The dataset includes four columns comprising average daily 
compound scores from the four News sources. 

3.3 Dataset Normalisation 

The features of the data set consist of values with different range and units. The daily prices are in the range of 
thousands, the volumes are in the range of millions whereas the sentiment scores lay between -1 and +1. These 
huge differences in the ranges will disrupt the training procedure and the model will be biased towards some of 
the specific features only. Thus, they are required to be scaled to a similar range before fitting to the model. The 
features are scaled using the following formula: 

𝑋       (9) 

Where, 
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Xscaled= Scaled value of a sample x (between 0 and 1), 

Xmin= Minimum value for the feature, Xmax= Maximum value for the feature. 

3.4 Evaluation metrics 

During the experiments two types of results are produced. One set of outputs deal with continuous values, 
representing the predictions on the next day adjusted closing prices. Other set of results deal with the directional 
predictions (+1 or -1). To evaluate the adequacy of the model’s regressive value prediction, we have used four 
metrices: Mean Squared Error (MSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Mean Absolute Percentage Error 
(MAPE). Accuracy Score, Precision Score, Recall Score and F1 Score have been used to evaluate the 
performance based on directional predictions. The metrics can be calculated using equations 10 to 16: 

𝑀𝑆𝐸 ∑ 𝑥 𝑥       (10) 

Where, 

MSE=Mean Square Error 

N=Number of non-missing data points 

xi=ithreal sample value 𝑥=ithestimated value by the model 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 ∑ 𝑥 𝑥       (11) 

Where, 

MAE=Mean Absolute Error 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 ∑ | |      (12) 

Where, 

MAPE=Mean Absolute Percentage Error 

At=Actual Value 

Ft= Forecast Value 

Accuracy Score      (13) 

Where, 

TP=Number of True Positives 

TN=Number of True Negatives 

FP=Number of False Positives 

FN=Number of False Negatives 

Precision Score       (14) 

Recall Score       (15) 

F1 Score 2      (16) 

4. Methodology 

4.1 Ensemble learning techniques 

Ensemble Technique (ET) helps to improve the performance of a Meta Model by combining multiple Sub 
Models into a single hybrid model. Originally the concept Ensemble was implemented for Variance Reduction 
to improve accuracy with unseen data, but the functionalities of ETs are now extended to incremental learning, 
feature selection, confidence estimation, error correction and many others (Zhang et al. [20]). Ensemble Meta 
models train multiple base models and the collaborative prediction achieves higher accuracy than a single 
model. Two most popular ET concepts named Bagging and Boosting are used in the proposed work. 
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4.1.1 Bagging as Meta Model 

Bootstrap Aggregation or Bagging is considered to be a meta estimator that trains multiple base estimators on 
the random subset of data. Each base estimator is trained on independent dataset having same length of the 
original dataset. These datasets are prepared by implementing Bootstrapping, in which random samples are 
drawn from the original data. Some records may be duplicated to keep all the dataset length equal to that of the 
original dataset. The randomisation process helps to reduce Variance of a model when trained on a noisy dataset 
[21]. The final output is obtained either by using Voting or Averaging the outcomes of the individual estimators. 
This reduces the problem of over fitting. The base estimator may be a Classifier or a Regressor, based on the 
problem domain. In the proposed work, three Bagging regressor sub models are implemented as meta models. 
Support Vector Regression (SVR), Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) and Ridge Regression techniques 
adopted as the base estimators for the meta models. 

4.1.2 Boosting as Meta Model 

The goal of Boosting is to produce strong meta learner by improving the weakness of base learners by reducing 
the training errors. In this technique multiple weak learners work in series. They learn sequentially and improve 
the performance in an adaptive manner, each model compensating the limitation of its predecessor [22]. 
Adaptive boosting or AdaBoost is implemented in this work as the meta learner for Boosting. In the concept of 
AdaBoost, all of the data points are assigned with equal weights at the very first level. Next, the data points 
producing larger errors are assigned with larger weights in order to provide more attention to them in the next 
level of training. In one hand AdaBoost improves the weakness of individual base learners and on the other hand 
it is capable of combining strong base learners effectively, producing more accurate predictions (Wyner et al. 
[23]). This work utilises GRU (a special type of RNN) sub models as the base learners for the AdaBoost meta 
model. 

4.2 Base Learners used in the proposed model 

4.2.1 Support Vector Regression 

Support Vector Regression or SVR tries to approximate the optimised value within a specified margin called ϵ 
(epsilon)- tube. The objective function and constraints of SVR model are shown in equation 17 and 18: 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: |𝑊|       (17) 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠: ∣ 𝑦 𝑤 𝑥 ∣ ϵ     (18) 

Where, W is a vector normal to hyperplane. yiis the target, wiis the coefficient, and xi is the predictor (feature). 

Slack variables allow SVR to relax the stiff conditions. The objective function and the constraints of SVR 
with the slack variables are represented in equation 19 and 20. 

𝑀𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑧𝑒: |𝑊| 𝐶 ∑ ∣ 𝜉 ∣     (19) 

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑠: ∣ 𝑦 𝑤 𝑥 ∣ ϵ ∣ ξ ∣    (20) 

The constant C is the regularisation parameter. The strength of the regularisation is inversely proportional to 
C. It should be strictly positive. In the proposed work, the value of C is set to 1, the Kernel of SVR is taken as 
linear and ϵ is set to 0.001. 

4.2.2 Multiple Linear Regression 

Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) having hypothesis h(θ) and cost function J(Θ), to be minimised over θ can be 
described mathematically by equations 21 and 22: 

ℎ 𝑥 θ 𝑥 θ 𝑥 θ 𝑥 θ 𝑥 ⋯ θ 𝑥      (21) 

𝐽 Θ ∑ ℎ 𝑥 𝑦        (22) 

Where, n=number of features, m=number of samples, 

Θ = (θ0, θ1, θ2, θ3,...,θn), set of weights, xi denotes the ith sample in the training data, yi denotes the ith real 
target. 
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4.2.3 Ridge Regression 

In Ridge Regression the concept of L2 Regularisation is used. The sum of square of the coefficients/slopes are 
multiplied with a regularisation parameter as a penalty, is added with the objective function. 

Minimise 𝐽 Θ ∑ ℎ 𝑥 𝑦 α ∑ θ     (23) 

α is termed as Regularisation parameters which controls the amount of Penalty allowed in the training is 
calculated manually. In the present work, the value of α set to 0.01. 

4.2.4 Gated Recurrent Unit Neural Networks 

Gated Recurrent Unit or GRU in short, is a RNN technique, implemented with gating mechanism to solve the 
Vanishing Gradient problem of classical RNNs. The concept implements two major gates named Update Gate 
and Reset Gate. GRU-based models can be trained to store contexts from long ago in the time sequence. The 
contexts can also be updated/modified in a controlled fashion to allow new data and forget old ones. 

The Update Gate of GRU decides how much information is to be forwarded from a time step to the next, 
which can be described by the following equation: 

Zt= σ(Wzxt+ Uzht−1)      (24) 

Where, Ztis the gate used for refurbishment, WzandUzare the set of weights and biases, xt represents the inputs at 
time step t, ht−1 represents the previous holding values. 

The Reset Gate rt is used to forget some less useful old contexts by implementing the following equation: 

rt= σ(Wrxt+ Urht−1)      (25) 

The equation works exactly like the Update Gate, except the sets of weights are different and the goal is now to 
forget some old contexts. 

In GRU, the activation function is commonly chosen as Sigmoid. However, using Rectified Linear Unit or 
ReLU as the activation function produced better results during the experiment. Thus ReLU which is defined by 
f(x) = max(0,x) is used as the activation function for this proposed work. 

New memory contents, which use the reset gate to store the relevant information from the previous time step, 
can be calculated using the following formula: 

ℎ = tanh(Wxt+ rt⊙Uht−1)      (26) 

The input vector is multiplied with a weight W and with a weight U. The symbol represents Hadamard or 
element-wise product between two vectors. The sum is finally sent through a tanh activation function to get for 
the current time step. Finally, the information of the current step can be calculated using the following equation: 

ht= zt⊙ℎ  + (1 − zt) ⊙ℎt-1     (27) 

4.3 Architecture overview 

The proposed model BoGaBa consists of three tiers: a Bagging Layer stacked between two Boosting layers. 
Tier-1 consists of two Boosting meta models. Tier-2 implements three Bagging Meta Regressors and Tier-3 
consists of a single Boosting Meta Regressor. The architecture of the proposed work, along with detailed 
network configurations for each sub models, are depicted in Fig1. 

The First tier is a Boosting layer, having two AdaBoost meta regressors (AB1-1 and AB1-2), implemented 
with deep GRU sub models used as base learners. The GRU sub models are constructed with different 
configurations and trained with different hyper parameters. One GRU sub model is tuned to capture the 
directional trends where the other one is tuned to reduce the deviation of the predicted results from the actual 
target values, i.e., the amount of errors for each prediction. In BoGaBa, GRU1 consists of 5 hidden layers with 
10 GRU units in each layer followed by a Dense layer consisting of a single Neuron that is supposed to produce 
the continuous outputs. GRU2 consist of 6 layers with 15 GRU units in layer-1, 10 units in layer-2,3,4, 15 units 
in layer-5 and a Dense layer at the last one having a single Neuron. GRU1 is trained with the batch size of 15, 
while GRU 2 is trained with batch size of 18. Both of the GRU models are compiled with Adam optimiser, 
considering loss as mean squared error and trained for 100 epochs. The AdaBoost models AB1-1 and AB1-2 
uses GRU1 and GRU2 as the base learners respectively. In both of the cases, the learning rate is set to 1, number 
of base estimators are set to 100, the loss is considered as square and the random state of initialisation is taken as 
0. 
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Tier-2 of BoGaBa is the Bagging layer and comprised of 3 sub models implementing the concept of Bagging 
Regression as meta estimator. BR2-1 takes SVR as the base learners with the following values for the hyper 
parameters (of SVR): kernel is set as linear,C=1,ϵ=0.001. BR2-2 uses MLR sub model as the base estimator. 
Ridge regressor is considered as the base learners of BR2-3 with the value of α set to 0.01. All of the Bagging 
Regressors (BR) are trained and tested with warm state set to True and bootstrap option set to False and by 
taking 1000 base estimators with random state set to 123 wherever applicable. The values of the hyper 
parameters producing optimum results are selected based on the trial-and-error method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. Three Tier Architecture of the proposed model 

Tier-3 consists of an AdaBoost Meta estimator (AB3-1) with a Deep, Feed Forward Neural Network having 
10 hidden layers as the base learner. Dropout layers are incorporated in the DNN for each hidden layer to avoid 
over fitting. The last Dense layer of the Neural network contains a single Neuron. The DNN is compiled with 
Nadamoptimiser (Timothy Dozat [24]) taking learning rate as 0.009, loss as mean squared error and trained 
with batch size 12 for 200 epochs. AB3-1 considers 1000 DNN base estimators with random state 0 and learning 
rate set to 1 during training and testing, whose output is considered to be the final output of the proposed model. 

 

4.4 Hybridisation & Learning Procedure 

The proposed work is the Hybridisation of the concepts: Boosting, Bagging, ML Regression Techniques, DNN 
and GRU(RNN). By incorporating these concepts altogether, we have implemented a Novel Amalgamated 
Architecture that can take the advantages of both of the realms of ML and DNN optimised with Ensemble 
techniques: Boosting and Bagging for further enhanced prediction. The pictorial representation of the working 
principle of the proposed model is depicted in Fig 2. 

During the training phase, AB1-1 and AB1-2 takes the training data set which consists of Index Price data 
(TRPrice) and VADER calculated average compound sentiment data (TRSenti) along with the real targets. Both the 
boosting metaregressors are trained by utilising the corresponding GRU as the base learners. The same training 
set is then fed to AB1-1 and AB1-2 for predictions. The outputs of AB1-1(AB1-1Out) and AB1-2(AB1-2Out) are 
stacked with the sentiment data TRSentito get a new dataset(ds1). This dataset is used to train the models present 
in the next layer. The Bagging Regressors (BR2-1, BR2-2, BR2-3) present in Tier-2 are trained on dataset ds1 
by implementing the corresponding base learners. The dataset ds1 is fed to three Bagging Regressors for 
prediction. The outputs of the three BRs (BR2-1Out, BR2-2Out, BR2-3Out) are stacked with the dataset ds1 
produced in earlier stage to form second dataset ds2. The AdaBoost model present at Tier three (AB3-1) is 
trained on the dataset ds2 by the help of its base learners. 
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Fig. 2. Workingprinciple of the three tier Architecture of BoGaBa 

The working principle of the proposed hybrid model is best explained with the help of the equations 28, 29 
and 30. 

ds1 = TRSenti⊕ AB1-1Out⊕ AB1-2Out 

⊕ represents the column wise stacking operations of the vectors. 

(28)

ds2 = ds1 ⊕ BR2-1Out ⊕ BR2-2Out ⊕ BR2-3Out (29)

During the test phase, the Test data set follows the same path and the predictions are made. The final 
predictions(P) of the proposed model are observed from AB3-1 present at Tier-3 which can be defined by the 
equation 30. 

S = AB3-1Out(ds2)     (30) 

5. Experimental Results 

The data set used in the proposed work, after the feature engineering performed on the raw data, yields 23 
features. The feature list includes three types of information. The first type includes five (5) daily stock price 
movementrelated data: Daily Close, Open, High and Low prices of the S&P 500 index along with the daily 
traded volume. The second type includes thirteen (13) TIs: OBV, two Stochastic Oscillator indicators (%K and 
%d), 5 days EMA, 10 days EMA, 20 days EMA, RS, RSI, 12 days EMA, 26 days EMA, MACD Signal and 
MACD Histogram. The dataset has a single target: next day’s Closing Price and consists of 121 rows. Out of 
which, 85% records are used as training and 15% are used as the test data set. 

In Tier-1 of BoGaBa, the GRU base models use previous two days records for the prediction of the next day 
closing price of S&P 500 index. During the experiments, the proposed model is trained on the normalised 
training data and the predictions are made on the normalised test set. The outcomes are in the form of continuous 
values representing normalised next day Adjusted Closing prices of S&P 500 index. The results are reverse-
scaled to convert them into real prices range. Fig 3 plots the Real prices along with the prices predicted by the 
proposed model. The predicted values are close enough to the real targets reducing the MSE and MAPE values. 
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Fig. 3. Real Vs. Predicted Next Day Adjusted Closing Prices of S&P 500 Index 

Besides producing results close to the actual targets, the proposed model is strong enough in predicting the 
next day price movement directions properly in most of the cases. To justify this, a vector consisting of two 
types of values: +1 and -1, is prepared from the real valued predictions. If the next day price increases than the 
previous day then it is noted as +1 and -1 is considered in the opposite case. Another vector of the same type is 
calculated based on the real targets of the test set. These two vectors represent the Predicted and Realnext day 
price movement directions for the Adjusted Close prices and used to prepare the confusion matrix as depicted in 
Fig. 4. Two similar types of vectors representing directional predictions and real price directions are used to 
calculate the Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Scores as well. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix representing Next day Real Vs. Predicted Adjusted Closing Price 
movement directions of S&P 500 Index 

6. Analysis and Comparison 

To justify the enhanced prediction capability of the proposed work, we have compared the results produced by 
BoGaBa with all the individual base learners i.e., GRU, SVR, MLR and Ridge. The results obtained from the 
proposed method are also compared with the results obtained by Xinyi Li et al. [1] and Yang Li et al. [2] on the 
same dataset. Fig. 5 represents the comparison of predictions by the proposed method with all the ML and DL 
base models of BoGaBa. The predictions of the proposed work are very much close to the real prices. The 
proposed model is also capable of predicting the next day price movement directions properly in most of the 
cases than other individual base models. 
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Fig. 5. Prediction result of the proposed model compared with other models 

 

Table 1 represents the evaluation metrics resulted from different models. Ridge, MLR, SVR and GRU 
represents the predictions performed by the models having similar configurations of the corresponding base 
learners on the same train and test datasets. DP-LSTM represents the results obtained by Xinyi Li et al. [1] and 
BE represents the Blending Ensemble method implemented by Yang Li et al. [2]. Huge improvements in terms 
of MSE, MAPE, MAE, Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1-Scores are observed compared to other methods. 
BoGaBa outperforms all the other models in terms of all of the metrics considered. 

 

Table 1. Comparison of Evaluation Metrics of various models predicting Next Day Closing prices of S&P 500 Index 

Metrics Ridge MLR SVR GRU DP-LSTM [1]  BE [2] BoGaBa 

MSE 711.2547 681.4857 511.7728 437.1218 198.7501  186.3200 168.8345 

MAPE 0.0083 0.0082 0.0070 0.0069 0.0184  - 0.0040 

MAE 22.5 22.345 19.05 18.846 -  - 10.975 

Accuracy 0.3333 0.4667 0.3333 0.5333 -  0.6667 0.8667 

Precision 0.2857 0.4444 0.28571 0.5000 -  0.6667 0.8571 

Recall 0.2857 0.5714 0.2857 0.5714 -  0.7500 0.8571 

F1-Score 0.2857 0.5000 0.2857 0.5333 -  0.6667 0.8571 

 

Fig 6 represents the pictorial comparison of MSEs obtained by various methods. The proposed model 
achieved huge reductions in terms of MSE than its base models as well as other methods taken into 
consideration. MSE of BoGaBa is reduced to 168.834 from 186.32(Li et al. [2]) with 9.3% reduction and from 
198.75(DP-LSTM [1]) with 15%(Rounded off to nearest integer) reduction. The metric is reduced by 76% than 
Ridge, 75% than MLR, 67% than SVR and 61% than GRU models. 
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Fig. 6. Comparison of various models based on MSE 

 

Figs. 7 and Fig. 8 depicts the pictorial comparison of MAPEs and MAEs respectively. In terms of MAPE, 
significant improvement can be observed. MAPE is reduced by 52% than Ridge, 51% than MLR, 43% than 
SVR, 42 % than GRU and 78% than DP-LSTM[1] models. In terms of MAE, the reduction of 51% than Ridge, 
50% than MLR, 42% than SVR and 42% than GRU models can be observed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

        Fig. 7. Comparison based on MAPE    Fig. 8. Comparison based on MAE 

 

While considering the directional prediction capability, BoGaBa outperforms than all of its individual base 
models, as well as the similar work under comparison. As depicted in Fig. 9, the Accuracy Score of BoGaBa is 
improved from 0.6667 to 0.8667; overall 30% improvement is achieved than Li et al. [2]. The proposed model 
beats its individual base models: Ridge by 160%, MLR by 86%, SVR by 160% and GRU by 62%. These values 
indicate that BoGaBa is capable of achieving a lucrative overall accuracy, when directional prediction is 
considered. 

While comparing the Precision scores (Fig. 10), the metric is improved from 0.6667 to 0.8571, i.e. an 
improvement of 28% can be observed by BoGaBa in terms of precision than the work of Li et al. [2]. The metric 
is improved in the proposed work by 200%, 93%, 200% and 71% than Ridge, MLR, SVR and GRU models 
respectively. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison based on Accuracy Score  Fig. 10. Comparison based on Precision Score 

 

In terms of Recall Score(Fig. 11) and F1-Score(Fig. 12), the proposed method achieved improved 
performance too. Recall of BoGaba is improved to 0.8571 from 0.75 with 14% improvement than Li et al. [2], 
while F1-Score is improved to 0.8571 from 0.6667 with 28% improvement than that method. The proposed 
method beats Ridge by 200%, MLR by 50%, SVR by 200% and GRU by 50% in terms of Recall. Improvements 
of 200% than Ridge, 71% than MLR, 200% than SVR and 61% than GRU models are achieved when compared 
on the basis of F1-Score of BoGaBa, making the proposed model very suitable for prediction of time-series data. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Comparison based on Recall Score  Fig. 12. Comparison based on F1-Score 

The comparison implies that the hybrid ensemble technique proposed in this work outperforms all of its 
individual base models in terms of all of the evaluation metrics considered. The proposed model also beats the 
related works under consideration in all aspects. This makes BoGaBa a successful Ensemble technique for time 
series forecasting. 

 

7. Conclusions and Future Scope 

In this work a hybrid ensemble technique has been proposed to combine the effectiveness of ML and DL 
techniques in a single method. The results clearly illustrate that BoGaBa has successfully combined the strengths 
of the individual base learners used in this scheme and has been able to produce better performance in all 
aspects. This also indicates that the limitations of individual base models are eliminated in the proposed hybrid 
model. In terms of prediction of real valued prices, as well as the directional predictions of next day price 
movements, the proposed work achieves higher performance than the related works under consideration. This 
makes BoGaBa an efficient hybrid ensemble method for time series forecasting. 

There exists some more space for improvements on this work. The concept of Sequence to Sequence 
(Sutskever et al. [25]) models with Encoder-Decoder technique may be considered in this approach. Further, the 
model could be tuned more by the application of Attention(Bahdanau et al. [26]) based architecture, which can 
remember the old contexts longer than the RNN methods: LSTM and GRU. Utilisation of 
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Transformers(Vaswani et al. [27]) based models are another important idea that can be implemented for time 
series forecasting. In this work the sentiment analysis is performed by VADER. BERT(Bidirectional Encoder 
Representations from Transformers)(Devlin et al. [28]) and RoBERTa(Robustly Optimized BERT Pre-training 
Approach) (Liu et al.[29]) based pre-trained models from Hugging Face [30] can also be used for sentiment 
analysis. 
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